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Abstract

In a variety of circumstances animals can represent numerical values per se, although it is unclear how salient numbers are
relative to non-numerical properties. The question is then: are numbers intrinsically distinguished or are they processed as a
last resort only when no other properties differentiate stimuli? The last resort hypothesis is supported by findings pertaining
to animal studies characterized by extensive training procedures. Animals may, nevertheless, spontaneously and routinely
discriminate numerical attributes in their natural habitat, but data available on spontaneous numerical competence usually
emerge from studies not disentangling numerical from quantitative cues. In the study being outlined here, we tested
animals’ discrimination of a large number of elements utilizing a paradigm that did not require any training procedures.
During rearing, newborn chicks were presented with two stimuli, each characterized by a different number of
heterogeneous (for colour, size and shape) elements and food was found in proximity of one of the two stimuli. At testing
3 day-old chicks were presented with stimuli depicting novel elements (for colour, size and shape) representing either the
numerosity associated or not associated with food. The chicks approached the number associated with food in the 5vs.10
and 10vs.20 comparisons both when quantitative cues were unavailable (stimuli were of random sizes) or being controlled.
The findings emerging from the study support the hypothesis that numbers are salient information promptly processed
even by very young animals.
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Introduction

A wealth of data has demonstrated that a variety of non-human

animals are able to solve some numerical tasks [1], but little is

known about how salient numbers are relative to other properties

[2]. Some authors have argued that non-human animals can learn

to master abstract numerical competence outside of their natural

environment only after undergoing extensive laboratory training,

which occurs whenever the stimuli employed do not offer

quantitative non-numerical information [3,4,5,6,7]. After being

trained to respond to ordinal relationships linked to six Arabic

numerical symbols, when tested, squirrel monkeys chose the larger

number in all the previously experienced combinations as well as

in new ones [8]. Trained to sort in ascending order stimuli

representing from 1 to 4 elements, rhesus monkeys [9], hamadryas

baboons, squirrel monkeys [10] and brown capuchin monkeys

[11] were able to generalize to new numbers –from 5 to 9- and

new stimuli. Monkeys trained to respond (in ascending or

descending order) to pairs of numerosities (1–9) spontaneously

ordered in that same direction new pairs of larger values (i.e.,

10,15,20,30) [12]. When trained to place values (6-5-4) in

descending order, rhesus macaques were able to apply the

descending rule to novel values (1-2-3) [12]. Lemurs (Lemur catta

and Eulemur mongoz), when trained to select between two images

the higher-ranking one, could learn the ordinal relationship

between seven stimuli, showing a transitive inference reasoning

[13]. But abstraction is not just a prerogative of primates: an

African grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus) was, for example, able to use

labels to order numbers from 1 to 8 [14]. Adult Clarks’

Nutcrackers could identify the 4th or the 6th positions in a series

of 16 identical ones [15]. When all other spatial cues were being

controlled, day-old domestic chicks (Gallus gallus) could identify an

element within a series of identical ones solely on the basis of

ordinal information [16,17]. While these and other studies prove

that some animals possess some abstract numerical competence, it

cannot be excluded that pure numerical ability emerges only

following long laboratory training.

Studies which were, instead, carried out to specifically

investigate spontaneous, i.e. in the absence of training, numerical

discrimination have been unable to clarify if and when non-verbal

subjects (non-human animals and pre-verbal infants) rely on

number or on other cues. Many of those studies were performed

considering quantitative variables (usually either cumulative

surface area or total volume) one at a time [18,19,20]. If indeed

the quantitative cues are not specifically controlled it becomes

impossible to verify if the subjects are relying on quantitative cues

or on the number itself [1,21,22]. Using a preferential looking

method, six-month-old infants discriminated large numerosities

that differ by a ratio of 0.5 (8vs.16 or 16vs.32), but not 0.667

(8vs.12 or 16vs.24), when presented with visual arrays in which

many quantitative variables were controlled [23,24]. At the same

age infants discriminated 8vs.16 and 4vs.8 sounds but failed in
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discriminating 8vs.12 and 4vs.6 sounds, providing evidence that

the same ratio (0.5) limits numerosity discrimination in auditory-

temporal sequences and visuo-spatial arrays [25,26]. When

monkeys (Macaca mulatta) observed an experimenter hiding a

number or apple pieces, one at a time, in an opaque container and

a different number of apple pieces in another opaque container,

they approached the larger quantity when the following pairs were

presented: 1vs.2, 2vs.3, 3vs.4 and 3vs.5. In order to examine the

possibility that the monkeys were focusing on volume rather than

on number, in one control condition the experimenters placed 3

pieces of apple in one opaque container and 1 piece of apple,

equal in volume to the three pieces grouped together, in another

one. The monkeys once again chose the larger number, showing

that the numerical cue was considered more important than the

quantitative one [27]. Horses (Equus caballus), likewise, selected the

larger of two quantities when presented with small numerical

contrasts (1vs.2 and 2vs.3) even when the total volume of the two

sets was equal [28].

Using heterogeneous elements in experimental paradigms

seemed to be the best way to effectively control for quantitative

variables and consequently to test the abstraction of numerical

values. Until now heterogeneous items have been used to test

abstract numerical competence in experiments characterized by

long training procedures [9,29,30]. The study being outlined here

describes experiments in which chicks were reared in an

environment where food was available only behind a screen

picturing a particular number (positive stimulus, i.e. 5) of

heterogeneous elements (differing in colour, size and shape) and

not behind another screen picturing a different number (neutral

stimulus, i.e. 10) of heterogeneous elements. We were interested in

investigating the chicks’ spontaneous encoding of numerical

information during rearing and to evaluating their ability to

discriminate between large numbers of heterogeneous items solely

on the basis of numerical cues when quantitative variables (area

and perimeter) were being controlled.

During testing, the chicks could freely choose to approach the

positive or the neutral stimulus. The former pictured the same

number of elements as did the positive stimulus but differing for

colour, size and shape from the rearing ones and the latter

represented the same number of elements as in the neutral

stimulus during the rearing period but different again for colour,

size and shape. If the animals were spontaneously encoding

numerical information, we expected them to move towards the

stimulus associated with food both when quantitative cues were

missing (due to the use of randomly sized heterogeneous stimuli)

and when the cues were not the same as those used during rearing.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The experiments complied with all applicable national and

European laws concerning the use of animals in research and were

approved by the Italian Ministry of Health (permit number: 5/

2012 emitted on 10/1/2012).

All procedures employed in the experiments included in this

study were examined and approved by the Ethical Committee of

the University of Padua (Comitato Etico di Ateneo per la

Sperimentazione Animale – C.E.A.S.A.) as well as by the Italian

National Institute of Health (N.I.H).

Experiment 1
The goal of the first experiment was to investigate the chicks’

ability to discriminate between large numbers of heterogeneous

items (5 vs.10) solely on the basis of numerical cues (when

quantitative variables were unavailable), or when quantitative

variables (area and perimeter) are being controlled. Since we were

interested in spontaneous encoding of numerical information, the

chicks were exposed for about two days to the contingent

presentation of food with a certain number (i.e. 5) of items and

not with another (i.e. 10). A similar procedure had been used to

demonstrate chicks’ spontaneous discrimination of possible and

impossible objects [31] and their sensitivity to the Ebbinghaus

illusion [32] as well as other types of numerical discrimination

[33].

Subjects. ‘‘Hybro’’ domestic chicks (Gallus gallus), a local

variety of the White Leghorn breed, were used. These were

obtained weekly, every Monday morning when they were a few

hours old, from a local commercial hatchery (Agricola Berica,

Montegalda, Vicenza, Italy). On arrival, the chicks were housed

individually in standard metal cages (28632640 cm). Chicks were

housed individually as this procedure allowed to employ half of the

animals and it allowed to obtain more informative data. In fact

data obtained from individual chicks that have been reared in

pairs are not independent. Moreover, individual testing would be

distressful to pair-reared chicks.

The rearing room was constantly monitored for temperature

(28–31uC) and humidity (68%) and was illuminated continuously

by fluorescent lamps (36 W) located 45 cm above each cage.

Water, placed in transparent glass jars (5 cm in diameter, 5 cm

high) in the centre of the cages, was available ad libitum.

During the three days, rearing period (from Monday to

Wednesday morning), the chicks found food behind two of four

vertical plastic screens (10614 cm) located approximately 10 cm

in front of each of the cage’s four corners. The two screens hiding

food were decorated with identical pictures representing a certain

number of elements (Positive Stimulus, Sp) while the other two

screens not associated with food were decorated with identical

pictures of a different numerousness (Neutral Stimulus, Sn). All of the

screens were covered with static 2D images picturing a certain

number of elements whose images were randomly selected from

sets of patterns of different shapes (10 different), colours (10

different) and sizes (10 different, ranging between 0.5 cm and

2 cm) and printed on identical white rectangular plastic boards

(screens) (11.569 cm).

During the rearing period four screens were always present in

each cage: two representing Sp and two representing Sn (Fig. 1). To

prevent the chicks from learning to identify the stimuli on the basis

of the spatial disposition of the elements depicted on the screens,

six different pairs of stimuli were used. In each, the elements’

disposition on the screens was randomly determined in such a way

that the distance between elements varied from 0.3 to 3.8 cm.

Three times a day the stimuli were replaced, in such a way that

each chick was exposed, for about 8 hours, to each pair of stimuli.

Every time the stimuli were replaced, the screens were also rotated

from corner to corner in order to avoid positional learning. An

artificial imprinting object (a red capsule measuring 263 cm) was

suspended (at chick’s height) in each rearing cage to prevent social

isolation. Artificial imprinting objects are effective social substitutes

of real social mates. After about one-two hours of exposure the

chick responds to the artificial object with a range of behavioural

responses which are clearly identifiable as social-affiliative

[34,35,36,37,38].

On the morning of the third day (testing day) each chick

underwent a single test to verify how the rearing period had

affected their numerical discrimination. Numerosities used during

testing were the same as those utilized during the rearing period,

but all the elements appearing on the screens were new and

presented in different spatial dispositions. Three Testing Conditions,

Discrimination of Large Numbers
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depending on the dimensions of the stimuli used, were employed.

In the Random Size Group (RSG, N=20, with group-5E: N= 10

and group-10E: N= 10), the dimensions of the elements were

randomly presented; in the Perimeter Control Group (PCG,

N=30, with group-5E: N= 15, and group-10E: N=15) the

overall perimeter of the two stimuli was equated; and in the Area

Control Group (ACG, N=40 with group-5E: N= 20 and group-

10E: N= 20) the overall areas of the two stimuli were equated.

The Apparatus and Procedure. Testing took place in an

experimental room, adjacent to the rearing room, in which

temperature and humidity were controlled (25uC and 70%,

respectively) and which was kept dark except for light shining from

two lamps (40W) placed at a height of 25 cm at either end of the

apparatus. The apparatus (Fig. 2) consisted of a runway (45 cm

long, 20 cm wide and 30 cm high). One of the two stimuli was

placed at the far end of each side of the apparatus, at a height of

2 cm, so that it was entirely visible to a chick placed in the central

area of the apparatus. The positions of the two testing stimuli and

the bird’s starting position (i.e. with the Sp either to the left or to

the right) were balanced across the experiments. The apparatus

was made up of three compartments (each 15 cm long): a central,

starting area considered a no-choice zone and two side compart-

ments (choice zones).

On testing day, each chick was individually placed at the

starting area with the two (positive and neutral) stimuli positioned

at the end of the two arms of the apparatus. Choosing one of the

two compartments (indicative of its preference for that stimulus)

meant that at least L of the chick’s body entered the area as the

subject was looking at the screen. No choice was instead scored

whenever chicks entered a choice zone but looked at the opposite

screen [15,33]. At starting time each chick was placed in the

starting position and its behaviour was videorecorded throughout

the duration of the experiment, i.e. six minutes. Placed above the

apparatus and connected to a monitor, a video camera enabled

the experimenter to track the chicks’ behaviour during the test

without being seen using a computer operated device. This was

activated every time a chick entered a choice zone, and registered

the amount of time each chick spent near to either stimulus.

An index of choice was calculated for every chick according to

the formula used to analyse choice behaviour [39]:

The times spent approaching the Sp/(Time spent near Sn +
Time spent near Sp) were calculated. Values at about 0.5 indicated

no preference for either stimulus; values .0.5 indicated a

preference for Sp and values ,0.5 indicated a preference for Sn.

Significant differences with respect to chance level (0.5) were

calculated by one-sample two tailed t-tests.

Results and Discussion. An ANOVA was used to analyze

Sp (5E or 10E) and the Testing Condition (RSG, PCG or ACG) as

well as the independent variables. The dependent variable was the

Index of Choice for Sp. The ANOVA did not uncover a significant

main effect for Sp (F(1,84) = 0.192, p = 0.763; group-5E: N= 45;

Mean= 0.657, SEM =0.031; group-10E: N= 45; Mean =0.643,

SEM =0.023) or for Testing Condition (F(2,84) = 0.092; p = 0.763:

RSG: N=20; Mean = 0.642, SEM =0.036; PCG: N=30; Mean

= 0.673, SEM =0.029; ACG: N=40; Mean = 0.646, SEM

=0.028). As the interaction (Testing Condition 6 Sp) was not

significant (F(2,84) = 0.270, p = 0.764), the data were merged and

the resulting mean (N=90; Mean = 0.654, SEM =0.031) was

found to be significantly above chance level (one-sample t-test,

t(89) = 4.968; p,0.001), see Fig. 3.

These results demonstrate that 3-day-old chicks spontaneously

discriminate between the numbers of heterogeneous elements even

when quantitative variables (area and perimeter) are being

controlled. This behaviour seems to be explained by Analogue

Magnitude System (AMS) processing, a non-verbal numerical

system according to which encoding of numerosities is only

approximate [40]. Depending on the ratio between numbers to be

discriminated and in accordance with Weber’s law, as the ratio

between the numerosities to be discriminated becomes larger, the

response times decrease and accuracy increases [40].

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 demonstrated that numerical discrimination of

large (5vs.10) sets of heterogeneous elements is possible solely on a

numerical basis. In experiment 2 we used a comparison (i.e. 6vs.9)

with a 0.67 ratio which is more difficult to discriminate than the

previous one (0.50).

Subjects, Apparatus and Procedure. A new group of 40

chicks was used. All the chicks were tested using the same

numerical comparison: 6vs.9. The rearing conditions were the

same as those described above. For one subgroup of chicks (group-

6E: N= 20) Sp pictured 6 elements (6E) and for the second (group-

9E: N= 20) Sp pictured 9 elements (9E). Six pairs of rearing stimuli

differing from one another with regard to the spatial disposition of

the elements pictured were used. The testing stimuli were

composed of heterogeneous elements positioned in a different

way with respect to the rearing situation.

Results and Discussion. A t-test comparing the Index of

Choice registered by the two groups did not reveal any significant

difference (t(38) = 1.022; p = 0.313; group-6E: N= 20; Mean

= 0.463, SEM =0.034; group-9E: N= 20; Mean = 0.508, SEM

=0.028). The data from the two groups were therefore merged,

and the resulting mean (N=40; Mean =0.486, SEM =0.022) did

Figure 1. Images of a rearing cage. a) Two screens, each depicting a
different number of heterogeneous elements, are visible in the picture.
b) A schematic illustration of the rearing cage showing where the
screens were located.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065262.g001

Figure 2. The experimental apparatus. An illustration of the
apparatus used in all of the experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065262.g002
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not result different from chance level (one-sample t-test,

t(39) = 0.636; p= 0.528), see Fig. 3.

The first two experiments showed that the chicks were unable to

discriminate between two sets of elements characterized by a 0.67

(6vs.9) ratio while they were able to distinguish between two sets

characterized by a 0.50 (5vs.10) ratio.

Experiment 3
The aim of this experiment was to evaluate if there is an

absolute upper limit in numerical discrimination. As the 0.50 ratio

was discriminated when the 5vs.10 comparison was employed, we

arbitrarily decided to duplicate each set: the comparison tested

here was therefore 10vs.20.

Subjects, Apparatus and Procedure. A new group of 66

chicks was used. The rearing conditions were the same as in the

previous experiments. All the chicks were tested using the same

numerical comparison: 10vs.20. Rearing stimuli consisted of six

pairs each of 10 or 20 heterogeneous elements. The testing stimuli

consisted once again of heterogeneous elements, but with different

spatial dispositions, colours, shapes and sizes with respect to the

rearing stimuli and which varied in the three Testing Conditions. In

the Random Size Group (RSG, N=29, with group-10E: N= 14

and group-20E: N= 15) the dimensions of the elements were

randomly selected in both the 10E and the 20E. In the Perimeter

Control Group (PCG, N=18, with group-10E: N=9, and group-

20E: N= 9) the overall perimeter of the two stimuli was equated.

While in the Area Control Group (ACG, N=19 with group-10E:

N= 10 and group-20E: N= 9) the overall areas of the two stimuli

were equated.

Results and Discussion. An ANOVA was used to analyse

the Sp (10E or 20E) and Testing Condition (RSG, PCG or ACG) as

well as the independent variables. The dependent variable was the

Index of Choice for Sp. The ANOVA did not uncover a significant

main effect for Sp (F(1,60) = 0.017, p = 0.900; group-10G: N=33;

Mean =0.639, SEM =0.025; group-20G: N=33; Mean = 0.626,

SEM =0.021) or for Testing Condition (F(2,60) = 0.049; p = 0.952:

RSG: N=29; Mean = 0.627, SEM =0.029; PCG: N=18; Mean

= 0.641, SEM =0.025; ACG: N=18; Mean = 0.633,

SEM=0.027). As the interaction (Testing Condition 6 Sp) was not

significant (F(2,60) = 0.610, p = 0.547), the data were merged and

the resulting mean (N=66; Mean = 0.633, SEM =0.026) was

found to be significantly above chance level (one-sample t-test,

t(65) = 5.115; p,0.001) (Fig. 3).

Conclusions

The aim of this study was to test 3-day old chicks’ capacity to

discriminate between stimuli representing different numerosities

and, in particular, to assess their ability to process those stimuli

entirely on the basis of numerical cues. The results demonstrate

that chicks discriminate between numbers, even when quantitative

variables are unavailable, if the numbers compared have a 0.50

ratio (either 5vs.10 or 10vs.20), but not when the ratio between

numbers is 0.67 (i.e., 6vs.9). Performance, therefore, seems to be

affected not by the overall absolute number of items (15 elements

are discernible in the comparisons 5vs.10 but not in the 6vs.9), but

by the ratio between the numbers to be discriminated. This

suggests that processing in the cases described is carried out using

the Analogue Magnitude System (AMS).

Interestingly, these results differ from those outlined in

precedent study [41] focusing on the same species but using a

different experimental setting; in that case the chicks were able to

discriminate both between 5vs.10 and 6vs.9, but only when

quantitative as well as numerical cues were available. Why were

the chicks investigated during the current study able to discrim-

inate numerosities on the basis of numerical cues alone? In order

to answer that question we need to go back and re-examine the

2011 study. During the experiments carried out at that time, the

chicks were reared with a set of artificial social objects upon which

they became imprinted. Social objects were also employed during

the experiments carried out during our latest study, but the ones

used (two-dimensional red squares) were all identical to one

another during the rearing period while at testing each of the two

sets was composed of homogeneous elements (although elements

Figure 3. Results of Experiment 1(5vs.10), Experiment 2 (6vs.9) and Experiment 3 (10vs.20). Choice (means with SEM) displayed at testing
by the chicks, expressed as a preference for the stimulus associated with food.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065262.g003
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could differ in size to control for quantitative variables). At testing

during the 2011 study, the chicks watched the imprinted objects

disappearing one at a time (i.e. sequentially) behind screens located

in different positions in the test area. After all the elements had

appeared and disappeared the chicks were expected to look for the

larger set associated to one of the two screens. If we want to

compare the two studies, we need to examine how they differed in

terms of: i. the characteristics of the stimuli used (homogeneous vs.

heterogeneous sets, respectively, in the precedent and in the

current study), and ii. the modality in which the chicks

experienced the stimuli during the test. i. Stimuli characteristics

(homogeneous vs. heterogeneous). Some investigators have sug-

gested that using sets of objects made up of elements identical to

one other (i.e., a homogenous set) favours computation of

continuous variables [42,43,44,45], while heterogeneity of objects

within the same set favours computation of exact numbers

[46,47,48]. In accordance with these hypotheses, our precedent

results indicated that when the chicks were required to discrim-

inate between homogeneous sets of items in a 2vs.3 comparison,

they processed quantity information, but when heterogeneous

stimuli were presented, the chicks coded the numerousness [49]. ii.

Stimuli presentation at testing. When stimuli disappear one after

another, as in our sequential presentation paradigm [29], higher

demands are posed on the working memory since they are no

longer perceptually available at the moment of choice; a lower

performance is thus expected. The modality of stimulus presen-

tation could, according to a recently proposed hypothesis [50] and

verified by different brain activation patterns, favours diversified

kinds of elaboration. According to that hypothesis, the simulta-

neous presentation of whole sets of elements directs attention to

the entire collection, thus activating AMS processing. On the

contrary, presenting the elements one after another, focuses

attention on each object, thus activating the Object File System

(OFS) processing which concentrates on single objects at the

expense of the overall set, which in any case cannot contain more

than 3 elements [51]. These considerations appear relevant to the

results emerging from our two studies; in fact in the present study

the whole sets of elements were visibly accessible to the chicks

during testing, while in the 2011 paradigm the stimuli used at

testing were presented sequentially. It is important to underline

that the difference in the two studies with regard to stimuli

presentation was limited to the testing phase. During the rearing

stage the chicks in both studies were exposed to the entire sets of

stimuli, probably triggering AMS processing. There may have

been interference in the cognitive systems activated during the

2011 study when sequential presentation (linked to OFS) was used

at testing. It would be interesting in future studies to directly test

how stimuli presentation during rearing with respect to testing

stages can affect OFS or AMS processing.

Some considerations can also been drawn regarding the

paradigm used in the current study that made it possible to

highlight the chicks’ spontaneous learning and therefore to better

assess their spontaneous behaviour. After rearing, the chicks, in

fact, associated some numerical patterns with food. In contrast

with previous studies [39], learning did not require any explicit

training (i.e. through shaping) during which an operant behav-

ioural response (i.e. pecking at the positive stimulus) was reinforced

as in conventional discrimination learning tasks. Our paradigm

offers an advantage with respect to tasks requiring animals to

choose/directly respond to two or more food options. In fact,

animals’ choices in those cases are expected to maximize

possibility of survival according to the optimal foraging theory

[52]. Researchers carrying out numerical discrimination tasks

[53,54,55,56,57,58] consider preference/choice directed towards

the larger quantities of food a strategy directed at exploiting food

resources. Although this is often the case, the best choice could also

depend on a variety of factors – usually neglected – but not

necessarily related to overall amounts such as optimal size of food

for catching or ingesting, optimal density, etc. Differences in

spontaneous discrimination in diverse species could then be related

to their foraging strategy rather than to numerical cognitive skills.

Direct comparison between food quantities generally cannot

guarantee simultaneous control over quantitative variables, such

as volume, surface, etc. of food items. In those cases data on

spontaneous foraging demonstrate spontaneous proto-numerical

discrimination, but do/can not test purely numerical abilities. The

paradigm used in the current study offers an advantage also with

respect to conventional operant conditioning, which is known to

be linked to a behavioural response between the stimulus and the

reinforcement. It is well known that when an auto-shaping

paradigm is used, pigeons auto-reinforced with water manifest a

drinking behaviour to ‘‘previous neutral stimulus’’ (a key), while

those auto-reinforced with food show an eating behaviour [59].

The concept of positive behavioural reinforcement could be

extended to paradigms using shaping to test numerical compe-

tences and help explain some results. For example, pigeons trained

to discriminate between two numerousness of non-edible elements

to obtain a food reinforcement performed better when reinforced

to respond to the larger rather than to the smaller numerousness

[60]. By contrast, the performance of the chicks’ studied here did

not differ when food was associated with a larger or a smaller

number of objects, and this could be explained by the fact that no

conditioned pecking response was required for the stimulus to be

associated with food. Under these conditions the characteristics of

the stimulus (numerousness of objects) are not affected by the

features of the attractor (food), thus making it possible to

manipulate the latter as required and to better investigate

numerical cognitive abilities. The same paradigm could easily be

employed using a different kind of attractor, i.e., a social (i.e. an

imprinting) object in order to further reduce any possible

association between food and stimulus.

To conclude, this work demonstrated how an abstract

recognition of large [16] numbers could be precociously available

in one animal species, disproving the ‘last resort’ theory, according

to which animals rely on numerical information solely when

quantitative cues (considered more salient) are not available [61].

The data outlined here support the hypothesis that animals

naturally extrapolate and use numerical cues, suggesting that

numerical information constitutes a crucial cue for animal survival.
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